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Special Issue: Violence and Literature

* "Invisible Violence" in Literature of the Dynastic Ages .......................... Shinichi Shigeta
* Was Taira-no-Kiyomori the "Evil-Doer"?: The Law of Rulers and the Logic of the Vanquished ......................... Daisuke Higuchi
* When the Writer’s Wife Writes: Shige Mori and a "Textual Harassment" Case .......................... Naomi Fujiki
* Can the King Become an Ordinary Person?: Ryūnosuke Akutagawa’s “Hana” .......................... Mioko Shinozaki
* On the Margin of Zoku-waga-bungaku-hanseki: Kan Eguchi, Georges Sorel, and Ropshin .......................... Takashi Fujii
* Yojūrō Yasuda’s Keyword: War, Violence, and "Miyarabi-aware" .................. Shigeo Ōsugi
* Violence as an Expression of Despair: Seichō Matsumoto’s "Kuroji-no-e" ........................... Izumi Satō
* Modernity as an Apparatus of Violence: Haruki Murakami’s After Dark... Haruki Katsuhara
* To Care Is to Die: Norio Mobu’s Kaigo-nyūmon .......................... Miyuki Satō

The Meridian:

Is Fiction Dead?: Rumiko Takara’s Experiment in Hyaku-nen-no-ashioto ....... Yukie Okano

Reading:

In the Gap between Writing and Performance: Suehiro-Tecchō’s Secchu-bai .......... Junki Kanro

Reviews:

Kō Shiomura, A Study on the Literature of the Early Modern Times: Biographies, Bibliography, and Publication .......................... Masaya Morita
Hitoshi Matsuzaki, Light and Shadow on the Stage ........................... Yasuyuki Tomita
Kazushige Munakata, Ōgai Mori, the Contributor: A Young Writer in the Early Stage of the Mass Media .......................... Kiyoshi Suda
Tsuneo Sōma, Matsuo Akimoto: A Playwright of Fury in Our Peaceful Time ............ Yoshie Inoue